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Marching to the beat of the same drum(s). 
An insight into the real world challenges of 

Participatory Action Research .  



• Introductions  

• Brief background on IMPACT  

• The elements, opportunities and 
challenges of participatory action 
research 

• Small group work to design an 
intervention  

 

• Some approaches to make this easier 
for all concerned  

 

• Then come together to share and 
compare 

Roadmap 



Bringing organisational innovations in community-based 
primary health care to improve access to care for vulnerable 
groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPACT 6 regions, 2 nations 
 



The Approach 

Survey reanalysis 



 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
Levesque JF, Harris MF, Russell G. Patient-centred access to health care: conceptualising access at the interface of health systems and populations. Int J Equity Health. 2013 Mar 11;12:18. (link to paper) 

 

The Access Framework 
Supply 

Demand 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3610159/


Participatory Action Research  



Chevalier, J.M. and Buckles, D.J. (2013) Participatory Action Research: Theory and Methods for Engaged 
Inquiry, Routledge UK. ISBN 978-0415540315. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/9780415540315
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/9780415540315
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/9780415540315


Participatory Action Research 
Ethical and Practice Principles 

Ethical 

• Mutual Respect 

• Equality and inclusion 

• Democratic participation 

• Active Learning 

• Making a difference 

• Collective Action 

• Personal Integrity 

 

Practice 

• Preparing and Planning 
o Why work together 

o Who should be involved 

o What are the aims and 
objectives 

• Doing the research 
o How to work together 

o How to handle information 
& knowledge 

• Sharing and learning  

http://www.icphr.org/uploads/2/0/3/9/20399575/ichpr_position_paper_2_ethics_-_version_october_2013.pdf 



The Rules 



• Role play in groups 

 

• Journey to the frozen north 

 

 

 

What’s coming… 



1. Form into tables of 6 

2. Introduce each other 

3. Get ready for some role play –  
• we are going to “solve” a series of challenges designed to test 

team integrity and effectiveness. 

4. Read your scenario and get into your role 
• Think background story/personality / motives 

• Don’t tell anyone who you are – yet. 

 

But first, some context 

 

 
 

The rules of the game: 



Curlingville,  Trudeaurio. Canada. 

  

• Curlingville is a fictitious 
city of 1.5 million people 
in the far, far, away, 
fictional, Province of 
Trudeaurio, Canada.  

 

 



Cohentown 

• Curlingville has an inner urban area (Cohentown) 
characterised by high socioeconomic disadvantage.  

• Cohentown (population 200,000) was once thriving, but 
now, with the closure of the auto industry, unemployment 
is high, community services inconsistent, and homelessness 
is an increasing problem.  

• It is hard to get an appointment with a family doctor, and 
the Cohen Regional Hospital is overwhelmed. 

• Users of ER at the Cohen Regional are often young and/or 
have mental health problems. Many come from the 
region’s refugee population.  

 

 



Premier Gord Maple’s challenge: 

• Faced with a Provincial Election, Trudeaurio’s Premier, Gord Maple 
has stated that something needs to be done to improve access to 
health care in Cohentown. 
 

• Premier Maple announces that he will fund collaborative strategies 
to improve access to health care in Cohentown 
 

• Proposals must have the potential to take the pressure off the 
emergency room at the Cohen Regional and have 
o Strong consumer engagement  
o Involvement of family practice 
o Robust evaluation (preferably involving a university) 

 
•  The successful proposal will receive $2million.  

 



 

• Reach consensus on  

o A priority need 

o An intervention to meet the need 

o A way to evaluate the intervention 

 

• Prepare for some surprises.. 

 

 

What’s coming… 



Small group activity: 

Part 4 



Task 1 – deciding on a priority need 

• You have heard about the Premier’s proposal to offer $2 
million. You realise that you need to meet with some other 
stakeholders in the region to plan for a grant proposal. 

 

 1) On your own, IN ROLE write down a problem 
that really needs to be addressed. 

2) Then, join with 2 others from the table  

3) Introduce each other IN ROLE and try to reach 
consensus about a priority need to address. 

 



• If only it were so easy.. 

Now join with the rest of the table and reach 
consensus for the priority need that the 
proposal would address. 

Task 1 – deciding on a priority 
need 



Forming participatory partnerships 



Practice example 1:  
Partnerships Checklist 

• Determining the need for partnership 

• Choosing partners 

• Making sure partnerships work 

• Planning collaborative action 

• Implementing Collaborative action 

• Minimizing the barriers to partnerships 

• Reflecting on the continuing partnership 

 
https://www.vichealth.vic.gov.au/media-and-resources/publications/the-
partnerships-analysis-tool 

 

 



Partnership Process 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reflection & 
 Adaptation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Awareness of 
need 

Exploration with 
potential 
partners 

Agreement on 
Common Aims 

Agreement on 
Collaborative  

Action 
Implementation 

Commitment  

Adapted from: Scott & Thurston, 1997; Scott et al, 2016 



Back into role! 



Task 2 – an idea for an intervention 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

Together come up with an idea for an intervention 
aimed at the priority need. Remember it must have  

• Involvement of family practice 

• Involvement of consumers 

• How it will take pressure off the ER 



Grant – have this slide or give a letter 
or both? 

 

• Well you know the Donald Regional Hospital 
CEO…the one that was critical to the 
intervention? Well the Hospitals have all been 
restructured and the CEOs have been shuffled and 
need to change tables.  

 

 



Task 3 Refining the intervention. 

Decide what each organisation/individual needs to 
do to make the intervention work. Remember there 
is $2million available. 

• What does each participant need to do to 
support the intervention?  

• Who holds the funds? 



Deliberative processes 



Deliberative processes 

Deliberation is a problem-solving group discussion that 
allows stakeholders with different backgrounds, interests 
and values to listen, understand, potentially persuade and 
ultimately come to reasoned, informed and public-spirited 
collective decisions  

(Abelson & al., 2003).  



Deliberative processes 

• Involve different methods: 
o citizens’ juries, deliberative forums, consensus conferences …  

o The method used can vary depending on: 

• participant selection (i.e., heterogeneous or homogenous group of 
people);  

• the number of participants (i.e., a hundred vs. a dozen);  

• the type of input needed or the number of meetings (Abelson & al., 
2003).  

 



The Key Components 

• identifying a collective decision that needs to be made and 
framing questions;  

• identifying stakeholders that all need to be able to 
participate as peers in the decision making;  

• identifying and providing the appropriate background 
materials to inform decisions;  

• facilitating listening during the deliberative process itself;  

• facilitating the process of reaching a collective decision;  

• facilitating learning about the completed deliberative 
process.  

 Adapted from: Abelson et al (2003); O'Doherty KC, Gauvin FP, Grogan C, Friedman W. (2012).  



Deliberative processes 

http://www.liberatingstructures.com/ls-menu/ 





Final task- the evaluation. 

Remember that the intervention needed to 
be evaluated? 
 
What are the principles of an evaluation for 
an intervention like this?  
 



And a final disruption  

• Premier Marple’s son is sent home 
from the Cohen Regional after he 
waited 8 hours to be seen. It turns 
out that he had appendicitis.  

 

• The government injects $5 million 
per year to bring new staff in all city 
hospital emergency departments.  

 

• You all go back to the drawing 
board... 



Conclusion 
Reflections on the process  
Take home messages  

Part 5 



Then bringing it all together 

• There are expectations… 
o Researchers have them 

o Policy makers have them 

o And so do the community 

• Needs a different sort of iterative approach. 

• Applying participatory principles can make disruptions less 
disabling. 

• What have we learned? 



The challenges of change 

• Regional boundary realignment and changes in regional primary care 
governance 
o Medicare Local -> Primary Health Networks in Australia 

o Quebec, Ontario, Alberta 

• Disestablishment of funding body (APHCRI in Australia)  

• Policy makers  
o moving to new jobs – replacements suggesting that “there’s no money for this” 

o - for some partners, having a relationship with researchers is new. New 
language, etc. 

o IMPACT on the agenda of partners over time, particularly as progress can seem 
slow to non researchers (and researchers). 

• Key intervention partner going out of business (Victoria Australia) 

• Finding consumers/patients to engage around broad system issues.   

• Research staff changing. 
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The IMPACT program 




